Evaluation of bending modulus of lipid bilayers using undulation and orientation analysis.
In the current paper, phospholipid bilayers are modeled using coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations with the MARTINI force field. The extracted molecular trajectories are analyzed using Fourier analysis of the undulations and orientation vectors to establish the differences between the two approaches for evaluating the bending modulus. The current work evaluates and extends the implementation of the Fourier analysis for molecular trajectories using a weighted horizon-based averaging approach. The effect of numerical parameters in the analysis of these trajectories is explored by conducting parametric studies. Computational modeling results are validated against experimentally characterized bending modulus of lipid membranes using a shape fluctuation analysis. The computational framework is then used to estimate the bending moduli for different types of lipids (phosphocholine, phosphoethanolamine, and phosphoglycerol). This work provides greater insight into the numerical aspects of evaluating the bilayer bending modulus, provides validation for the orientation analysis technique, and explores differences in bending moduli based on differences in the lipid nanostructures.